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More tips and tricks can be discovered at WINTERCRAF T.COM  

— BUCKET SUPPORT INSTRUCTIONS —  
Making a Wintercraft® ice lantern is easy and fun. Ice forms from the outside in, 

creating a shell of ice perfect for lighting with a candle or LED lights. These easy steps 
will get you started - explore and learn more at WINTERCRAFT.COM!

Instructions continue,  
see other side . . .
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7.  BRING INDOORS When ice has formed to desired 
 thickness, carry indoors and place in sink/bath tub for 

15 min. to thaw slightly. Tip upside down to let  
 ice-filled fluted mold come out of bucket. (Figure F)
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TIP:TIP: Wear insulated, waterproof 
gloves when handling ice!
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1.  INFLATE Locate air valve. Pinch and blow to inflate Wintercraft® Fluted Ice Luminary Mold. 
 Close and push in air valve to lock in place. (Figure A)

2. ADD TO BUCKET Place inflated mold into Wintercraft® “The Bucket” Mold for support. (Figure B)
 Why add support? The bucket mold helps the fluted mold stay upright while freezing.
 (A Wintercraft® Large Freezing Base is an alternative support, see Wintercraft.com for instructions.) 

3. FILL 1/2 FULL Fill fluted mold with tap water until about half full. (Figure B)
 Why? When moving mold, water could spill in between bucket and fluted mold.

4. MOVE Place the bucket mold with the fluted mold on a level area of snow, frozen ground, 
 or insulated surface. Make sure the molds are sitting as straight as possible. (Figure C) 
 Why on snow? Given the Wintercraft® System of freezing, snow or frozen ground will keep water 
 at bottom of fluted mold from freezing so extra water can be released— creating a hollow shell of ice. 
 
5. TOP IT OFF Once molds are in place, add water to fluted mold until full. (Figure D)
 Note: More water equals taller ice lanterns which are more visible and wind-resistant with candles.   

6. FREEZE When outdoor temps drop to at least 15°F/-9°C, allow water in fluted 
 mold to freeze until sides of ice lantern become 1-2” thick. (Figure E) 
 Timing Guide: Let the water in mold freeze for 24 hours at 0°F/-18°C. 
 If warmer temps, let freeze longer. 
 If colder temps, freeze for less time. 
 Look through the top of the fluted mold to see thickness of ice.
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Freezing guide for 
Fluted Ice Luminary Mold
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— INFLATABLE + REUSABLE — 

FLUTED ICE LUMINARY MOLD


